Your Wireless Integrator
The Systems Applications Division offers you wireless communications solutions that
ensure fast delivery of accurate information and reduced response time by integrating
multiple vendor communications systems, such as paging systems, wireless telephone
systems, voice-recognition systems, paging service providers, cellular service providers,
location-based (asset tracking) services and e-mail systems into a single, powerful and
unified communications system across your entire enterprise.
The Systems Applications Division has been providing innovative wireless solutions for
organizations for more than 20 years. As organizations struggle with the most valuable
ways to communicate, we understand that in order to effectively communicate, you must
have a long-term, sustainable communications strategy. We offer a consultative
approach in helping you determine the right wireless solutions roadmap for your business
communication needs. Whether you want to integrate your current system or deploy a
plug-and-play application, we'll help make you, your organization, your workforce more
productive and your business more profitable.
Integration – Universal Connectivity -- Efficiency
Many industries such as Healthcare, Government and Manufacturing, are faced with
disparate applications, multiple different devices, isolated communications systems and
the challenge to disperse critical information in a timely manner. The Systems
Applications Division can provide you with a unified communications system across
your entire enterprise. For instance:
• In Healthcare, you can enable all units to harmonize alarms and events, filter
nuisance alarms and alert key personnel when a patient is in need of assistance.
• Government entities can expand the reach of all systems to provide transparent,
automated alerting through all carriers to multiple devices – true interoperability.
Coordinate First Responders to react faster and more efficiently to mission-critical
events.
• For Manufacturing, have real-time alerts delivered to your staff, reducing
downtime because your employees will not have to search for the source of an
outage to repair it or can respond immediately to emergency or
environmental/safety situations, such as hazard materials spillage, fire alarms or
accidents.
If it is time, money or patient safety that is most critical for your organization, the
Systems Applications Division can provide a solution that helps your better communicate
critical information and increases the efficiencies of your organization.

